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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this continuation of Part I of this paper [9] we shall discuss a limiting 
absorption principle for the Schrodinger operator 
H=-A+ 
c sin bp 
___ + V(x), 
P 
p=IxI, XE F?“, (1.1) 
where V(x) is a short range potential of the type introduced by Agmon [ 11; 
i.e., V is a real-valued function in L&&R”) for which there exists an E > 0 so 
that the multiplication map 
u(x)-+ (1 + Ix])‘+“V(x)u(x) (1.2) 
is a compact operator from the Sobolev space .R*(R”) into L*(R”). 
Schriidinger operators with oscillating potentials have been well studied 
during the past decade [2-9, 11, 12, 15-181. In a recent interesting paper, 
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Combescure [4] has studied, among other oscillating potentials, a spectral 
and scattering theory for operators of the form 
H=-A+ 
c sin bp” 
P4 
+ V(x). (1.3) 
However, her results are valid only for a linear combination of a and p 
sufficiently large and do not include the case a = p = 1. In case V is radially 
symmetric, the spectral and scattering theory for operators of form (1.3) has 
been worked out for essentially all values of CL > 0 and 0 < /I < 1 ((2, 181). 
In another interesting paper, Mochizuki and Uchiyama [ 121 have, among 
other things, considered a spectral theory for operators of form (1.1). We 
shall compare our results with theirs after we state our main theorem. 
In the theorem which follows and in the remainder of the paper we shall 
take 
A, = max(1 + Iz]“~) ]exp(f$z3’*)) ]Ai(z)], -x < argz ,< 71, (1.4) 
and 
y,=max(27r.4~,n1’2A,, l}, (1.5) 
where Ai is the usual Airy function. The constant A,, and hence y, , is in 
principle computable, but we have made no effort to obtain its value. 
THEOREM 1.1. rf 0 < IE, < b2/4, then ]A,,, b*/4] is in the absolutely 
continuous spectrum of H if 
JJ’ da 2yl fi s o (1 -q* < la (1.6) 
If b*/4 < A, and o = I, - b*/4, then [A,, a~) is in the absolutely continuous 
spectrum of H ty 
ICI 
.c 
((bZ/4w)+ 1)“z da 
4y1 ((b*/4) + o$‘* o Ia2 _ q1/* < l- 
(1.7) 
The eigenvalues of H in any of these intervals is a discrete set in the sense 
that every compact subinterval contains only a finite number of eigenvalues 
(including the multiplicity). 
Remarks. (1) Note that for fixed c and o, inequality (1.7) will be 
satisfied for b sufficiently large. As we noted in Part I, b*/4 seems to play a 
special role since it may be an eigenvalue for H when V = 0. 
(2) For the special operator (1.1) where our results can be compared 
with those of Mochizuki and Uchiyama we note the following improvements: 
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(a) A result on absolute continuity is available in the interval 
(0, b */4). 
(b) The interval [A,, co) is independent of the rate of decrease of the 
short range potential V. Compare [ 12, pp. 339-340, especially formula 
(9.12)]. 
(3) If we demand slightly more stringent hypotheses, then a limiting 
absorption principle is available in all of (0, co). For example, if we take a 
potential of the form 
u/@Wn Wd + Cd, 
where 
then [0, co) is in the absolutely continuous spectrum of H. Actually, if we 
only demand I&) = O(1) instead of (1.8) and set c = lim SUP~+~ 1 I&)], then 
Theorem 1.1 is true in this case. Compare [ 12, p. 399, formula (9.12)]. The 
proofs for this slightly more general case require only minor modifications of 
the proofs given in Part I and in this part of the paper. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is relatively long and we shall break it up into a 
series of lemmas. We shall use Agmon’s paper [l] as a guide, but, of course, 
the details of our proofs are considerably different from his. 
As in Part I we shall, for simplicity, take n = 3. Let us recall some 
notation we used in Part I. For any Q E R we write 
m,(p) = (1 + p’) -u’*. 
By L2@ we shall mean the collection (of equivalence classes) of functions for 
which (lmA’2u(J < co. We may designate this norm by ]]u]]~,~. By Z* we 
mean the usual Sobolev space on R3 and by Z’27a we mean the collection of 
(equivalence classes of) functions for which {D”u: ]a] ,< 2) belong to L’@. 
We take the norm of X2@ as 
We call to the reader’s attention that the notation we have adopted differs 
from that used by Agmon in a sign on the variable 0. 
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Let 3’ be a compact interval in [R +\{b*/4}. For a given angle 0 < 19 < 71 
we had taken 
S’+(r) = {p E C: Rep E 3,O < fargp < 8}. 
If ~1 E S’+(3), we shall now shorten the notation of Part I and denote the 
resolvent R ’ 01, H(p,)) simply as R 0' (,u); 
R,+W=Cu-K,)-', H, = -A + (c sin bp)/p. 
The resolvent of H will be denoted by R + (p). 
As an introduction to the series of technical lemmas which we need, we 
first note that since H, and H have the same domain, namely X2, we may 
write the second resolvent equation as 
R+W-R;W=R;@) VR+ti), 
or what is the same thing 
[Z-R,+@)V]R+tJ)=R,+@). 
If s > 1 (we shall specify s more precisely later), then by multiplying on the 
left and right by rn:/* we get 
[Z- m~f2R~(,u)mf~2m;'V] mfi2Rt(u)m,'12 = m:'*R,+@)m:'*. (2.1) 
Thus, if we have a limiting absorption principle for R:(u), p E 9+(T) we 
will have one for R ’ CJJ) provided that the term in brackets in (2.1) has a 
uniformly bounded inverse on 9, (3), as a map from G?* --) #*. 
Let us set 
T(p)= mf~ZR~(u)m~'2m;'V, P E 2, m. (2.2) 
By the hypothesis on V, T(p) is a compact operator from 3’ -+X2, 
provided s < 1 + E. Now, for Im ,u # 0, m:'*R$(,u) mf'* is a bounded map 
from L* onto a dense set in X2. Thus from (2.1) it follows that the range of 
Z - T(u) is dense in X2, so that the closure of this range is X2. By 
Fredholm theory the inverse exists as a bounded operator from SY* -+z*. 
Thus it remains to give conditions under which Z - T(A) is invertible for 
AE3. 
In order to develop this we shall make use of the fact that H, admits a 
complete family of reducing subspaces in each of which it acts (under 
unitary equivalence) like an ordinary differential operator on iR +. It will be 
necessary for us to get uniform estimates for the resolvent kernels of these 
ordinary differential operators. 
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Toward this end we first introduce a weight function which is a slight 
modification of the weight function introduced in I, Section 7.1. Let us set 
w,@)= w101,.d@)=  + a’ ,,,4 ,,r;,,,,*, P El,,
= ,/:@)I ‘,,, 
I (2.3) 
PEZ,* 
where #,, $,, S;, and S; were introduced in I, Section 4. This weight function 
has the advantage over the weight function w@) introduced in I, Section 7 in 
that for ,u real it is bounded on IR ‘. We shall point out later where we make 
use of this fact. However, the estimates of I, Section 7 and the results of I, 
Section 8 are unaffected if we use W,(D) in place of W(J). That the estimates 
of I, Section 7 are unaffected simply comes from the fact that we are 
replacing inequality (7.18) of that section by the bound for Ai given by 
(1.4) of this part. That the results of I, Section 8 are valid is a result of the 
following considerations: We see from (2.3) that for p E 4;, 
w&j = I( 112 + 1: - (v2/p2)~ 114 * 
Now, $,@) = v~‘~&K-‘) so that &@) = & v-“‘C’@r-I) (see I, Section 4). 
In the considerations of I, Section 8 we always used w@) as the weight 
function in an integral. in the computations with the integral we made the 
change of variable p = 151 Q. For the weight function w,@) this change of 
variable gives 
For o > 0 we have wi(lrlu)--1 {[PI) 1 - l/r~~I}-*‘~ asj-+ co, the convergence 
being uniform for p E .9+(J’). Further, w,(lrl a) < ($1 11 - l/r~~I}-“~. 
Thus, in the integrals of I, Section 8, Lebesgue’s theorem may be applied to 
give the same conclusions with wi replacing w. 
Let us now set 
ur@> = -@I9 PEG 
= -u@) + Re i#,@), PET; 
ur@) = u@) - e.0, PET 
= -Re i#,@), PE9;. 
(2.4,) 
(2.4,) 
The function v@) was defined in I, Section 7 and is given by u@) = 
Re - ivg@t-‘) for p E 4;, v@) = u(6j) for p E 4;, where g is defined in I, 
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Section 4, and 6 is given in I, Lemma 5.4. It is easily checked that for 
LrE IR+, 
u,(C) - v,(v) = v,(yI) - VA0 (2.5) 
LEMMA 2.1. For every E > 0 there is a j, so that j > j, implies that 
IW)l G (4 + d MP) ev - do>, B, = max{A i, (47~))“*}, (2.6,) 
I MPI G P, + ~1 MP) exp - 0~)~ B, = max( 2x1’2A r, 1). (2.6,) 
Moreover, for q < f& 
The functions k, and k, are described in I, Lemma 5.3. The proofs of 
inequalities (2.6),,, and (2.7) follow mutatis mutandis the proofs of the 
corresponding inequalities in I, Theorem 7.1, and we shall not repeat them. 
In the lemma which follows as well as in the remainder of the paper we 
shall use the notation 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, for every E > 0 there 
exists a j, so that for j > j, each dlrerential equation 
f” + Cu - PoU))f = 0, P E s+ (-93 w-3) 
has two linearly independent solutions f,(p) = fo(j,,u)@) and f,(p) = 
f,(j,rc)@) so that 
(2.9,) 
(2.9,) 
Proof. For ,U E S?+(.Y), Eq. (2.8) may be rewritten as 
f” + [P - 4(j, dlf + [4Up d - poWIf = 0, (2.10) 
where q(j,p) are the approximate potentials given in I, Section 4. Let k, and 
k, be the solutions to 
Y” + [cl - d.Liu)l Y = 0 
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given by I, Lemma 5.3. For the sake of simplicity of notation let us write 
q = q(L PU) and P = ~d.9 
If the integral equations 
have solutions, then it is a straightforward computation to show that these 
solutions also are solutions to differential equation (2.10). Now, it is not 
very difficult to show that these integral equations have solutions. This does 
not involve any conditions on the constant c or the interval as given in 
Theorem 1.1. However, in order to get the uniform estimates (2.9,,,), it 
seems to be necessary to invoke the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. 
We seek a solution to (2.1lJ among the class of complex-valued functions 
f @, p) which are continuous on R ’ x s+(T) so that 
(2.14) 
The class of such functions forms a Banach space 3, under the norm (2.12,). 
Note that it is at this point that we find it necessary to use the modified 
weight function W,(J), since w,@)-’ does not vanish on R + X s+(T). Also 
note that Lemma 2.1, specifically (2.6,), shows that k, E 9,. 
For f E 3l set 
(2.13,) 
Using inequality (2.7) we see that for j > j,,, 
+r WXrl) I P - (II (9) & I IlfllP (2.14,) I 
If J c (0, b*/4), then we showed in I, Section 8 that the first integral on 
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the right of (2.14,) may be made as small as we please, provided j, is 
sufftciently large. The second integral on the right of (2.14,) is dominated by 
where 7 is given in I, Eq. (4.8). The integral over [) 71, co) is as small as we 
please, provided j, is sufftciently large. The integral over (0, ( 7 I] is estimated 
as in I, Section 8 by 
Thus, if condition (1.6) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied, we see from (2.14,) that 
there is aj, so that jaj, implies ]]rJl < f . 
If 3 E (b*/4, co), then the sum of the integrals on the right of (2.14,) is 
estimated as in I, Section 8 by 
Using the fact that w = 1, - b*/4 and condition (1.7) of Theorem 1.1, it 
follows in this case also that there is aj, so thatj aj, implies ]]r,]], < 4. 
We now set 
.I&) = fo(A P)@) = (I- z-1) - ‘ k,@)* (2.15) 
Using (2.6,) and the fact that ll(Z - r,)-‘11, < 2, we see that we have 
inequality (2.9,). 
To get f, we seek a solution to (2.11,) among the class of complex-valued 
functions f @, ,u) which are continuous on R + X Z%‘+ (3’) and so that 
This class of functions with norm (2.16,) is a Banach space ~3,. From (2.6,) 
we see that k, E .3’,.. An analysis similar to the one given above shows that 
there is a solution f, for which (2.9,) is satisfied. 
The linear independence of the solutions f. and f, is a consequence of the 
next lemma and I, Proposition 5.7. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 there exists a j, and 
an m > 0 so that j > j, implies 
I WkfoJl> 111 I W,vkAl- (2.17) 
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Proof: Since 
fo = k, + ~,UJ, f, = k + ~,YxJ 
we may write 
Let us first compute W(rJ&), k,)(&). An elementary computation shows 
that 
Now, for r7) Sj, we get from I, Eq. (7.24), that there exists a j,, and a y so 
that j > j, implies 
IkWl WI < WA?) e-“‘*j) < w,(d. (2.19) 
Actually we are using the modified weight function W, here instead of the 
weight function of Part I, but this is not essential for the above estimate. 
Hence from (2.12,) and (2.19) we get 
As we showed in I, Section 8, the integral on the right is o(1) as j- 00 
uniformly for ~1 E G’+(T). Further, from (2.6,) and (2.15) we see that Ilf,ll, 
is uniformly bounded for j > j,, and ,u E 2, (3). Thus it follows that 
I WWA MWW~~ WI = 49 j-1 a9 (2.20) 
uniformly for p E ZP+ (3). 
Next, an elementary calculation shows that 
From (2.6,) and I, Eq. (5.31), we see that for all sufficiently large j, 
(k,(v)/ WI < (B,d’* + E) wl(q) e”(“)-“@i). 
94 
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From (2.9,) it follows that Ilf,]l, < 2(B, + E). Taking into account the 
values of B, and B, given in (2.6,,,) and the value of y, given by (1.5), we see 
that 
It follows by the considerations of I, Section 8, and the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.1 that the term on the right is less than 1 for all sufficiently large 
j. Hence, for all sufftciently large j, 
(2.21) 
Finally, an elementary calculation shows that 
Using the facts that for j > j, and ,D E Z@+(3), IlfOll, and Ilf,ll, are 
uniformly bounded, the considerations of I, Section 8 show that the right side 
goes to zero as j + co, uniformly for p E 9, (3). Consequently, we have 
(2.22) 
uniformly for ,u E .5@+ (3). 
Putting the above facts together, i.e., (2.18) and (2.20~(2.22), the 
conclusion of the lemma is established. 
Let us now return to a study of the compact operator T&) given by (2.2). 
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LEMMA 2.4. If the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied and rZ belongs 
to one of the intervals of that theorem, then T(A) has an eigenvalue at 1 only 
if H has an eigenvalue at 1. 
Proof: We shall make use of the fact that H,, admits a complete family 
of reducing subspaces in each of which it is unitarily equivalent to an 
ordinary differential operator. We shall write 
L2(lR3)=: 2 F q,,, 
j=l ,% 
(2.23) 
where q,I = L *(lR ’ ) for each j, 1. Since I is not an eigenvalue of H, , R 0’ (A) 
exists and R,+ acts in &,[ as an integral operator which we shall designate 
by R&(A). Indeed, for each complex ,u in the upper half-plane, Ri (a) is 
reduced by q,, to the resolvent operator R&(u). 
Let us suppose, at first, that j > j,,. By (2.9,,,) we see that for Imp > 0, 
f,(j,,u) is square integrable at co, and lim,+, f&p)@) = 0. Hence, the 
kernel of R&,&) is given by 
Note that by the last lemma, W(fO, f,) is not zero, since W(k,, k,) # 0 for 
all sufficiently large j. 
Let E be the number given in (1.2) and let s = 1 + E’, E’ = e/3. For 
simplicity of notation, for any u E L *(R “) let CjI be the component of VU in 
&,,. Then, of course, 
II v”I12 = 5 II~jlll'- (2.25) 
Suppose that u E X2 is an eigenvector for T(A) at the eigenvalue 1; i.e. 
u = m’/*Ro+(A) mf/*m;’ Vu. s 
At the level of the j, I angular momentum space this is 
(2.26) 
Since the kernel (2.24) of R&b), ,u E s+(T), can be extended continuously 
to s+(J), and since ,;‘I* zZjI E L’(ll?+), it follows that for <E R +, 
m~‘2R,$,(~)m~‘2m;‘tij,(~) = m:/*(r) ~~f$~O~f(‘~ m;“‘(v) U;.,(q) dq 
“fx); (rt) - 
(2.27) 
+ ms”‘(O I, w(f 7 ) m, “‘(VI cj,(V) &a 
0, 00 
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We fix 4 E IR + and break the collection of integers j into two classes, 
w)={j:r<:/@l~ E2(l) = {j: < > v/fir. (2.28) 
Recall from I, Section 4 that v2 = j(j + 1) + i. Let us now set 
mffZR&(A.) m;1/2U;,(<)12, 
isZl(0 l= 1 
x2(4 = C 3 Im:“R&,(l) m;‘/2Gjil(t))2, 
iaZ2([1 k= I
(2.29) 
Let us first deal with the function Z,(t), and for this function first deal with 
the individual terms in its series for j> j,, where we have the estimates 
(2.9,,,) and (2.17). In what follows M will be a generic constant 
independent of j and 1. Note that for 1 real, v(Sj) = Re $,@) = 0. Thus for 
all p E I? +, u&) = V,(D) = v@). 
From (2.9,,,,), (2.17), and (2.27) we get 
Let us consider the first integral on the right and break it into two parts, the 
first part an integral over (0, &], the second part an integral over (& (1. 
Since we are considering a term in the series for Z,(e), in these integrands we 
have q<<< r = v/G. For 0 <p Q r we have, by I, Eq. (7.2), U(D) = 
Re -ivg@r-‘). The function g@) is given by I, Eq. (4.23), and according to 
Erdelyi [ 10, p. 1041, for 0 ( x Q 1, 
g(x) = i( 1 - x2)1/2 - i log 
1 + (1 - x2)1/2 
x 
Thus we get 
-ivg@F’) = v(1 - @T-‘)~)“~ -log I 1 + (1 - @r-‘)2)1’2 “* (2 31) p-1 I 
For v > K > 0 let us set 
U,@)=Re-i(V-K)g(pf-I), 
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By exactly the same proof as given in I, Lemma A.4, we find that u,@) is a 
nondecreasing function of p. From (2.31) we get 
e”‘“)-“(*’ = (rl/W exp[u,(rl) - u,(t) + h,(v, 81, 
where 
h,(q, () = K{(l - (?#T-‘)*)“’ - (1 - ({r-‘)*)“* 
+ log[(l + (1 - (&-‘)‘)“‘)/(l + (1 - (rtr-‘)*)“*)]]. 
Thus we see that if tf Q < < t, there is a constant M,, independent of j and 1, 
so that (replacing K by 2~) 
expk(v) - 431< WMtI*“. (2.32) 
Now suppose < > 1 and q & v/v; then from (2.32) we get 
wG(tl) - G)l< M,(l + t)-“, (2.33) 
for a possibly different M,. 
If we take K = E’ in (2.33), we get (recall s = 1 + E’, E’ = e/3) 
Further, 
II 
co 
dtJ) e Lw--u(f), - 112 s (~1 u;(v) drl 
I 
Let us now use the fact that w,(q) m:“(q) is square integrable with an L* 
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bound which is independent ofj. This taken in conjunction with (2.30) and 
the three inequalities above give for < 2 1, 
C 2 jrn:12 Rtl+jO) m; l/2 cj,(t)12 
joZ,(I) I= I
j>.j0 
Let us now consider those j for which j < j,. It is a consequence of 
abstract considerations, [13, pp. 447 ff.; 14, p. 7211, that [I - T(A)]u = 0 
implies 
1 a h(s) m; 1’2 (rl) U;(V) h = O* (2.35) 0 
A corresponding fact was used by Agmon [ 1, p. 165, Eq. (4.15)]. Thus from 
(2.27) we get 
m1'2R0:.,(~)m,"2~jl(r) s 
(2 36) . . 
We now invoke results in [2] which show that there exists an M so that 
for j< jo, ]fo(r)f,(<)/IV]<M for all ~ZE R+ and (E [l, co). Thus from 
(2.36) we find that (2.34) is true when we replace j > j, by j < j, and 
eliminate w:(l). Since m, has an L’ bound independent of j, we have arrived 
at the fact that 
I O” C,(r)(l + t)“’ &< M,g C (2.37) 1 jsZt(l) I= 1 
Let us now consider the terms in C,(r) for j 2 j,. We again use (2.35) to 
get (2.36). Since for n > < > r= v/d we have ]fo(~)fo(C) 1 IV] < 
Mw,(t) w,(?) ad I.M~)f,(tlWl~ Mw,(O wl(?h we find as before that 
(2.34) holds with Z,(r) replaced by E&). For j< j, we use the same 
argument as above. Thus we find that 
Using (2.26j,,), (2.37), and (2.38) we have the inequality 
lb-dll OL IImZ2J% 
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Since s + 2~’ = 1 + E, if we use the hypothesis on V, then for every y > 0 
there is a C, > 0 so that from the above equality we get 
Il~-,~~ll~~,~~~ll~~Il+~,Il~II~. (2.39) 
We have now shown that u E L2*-” (R3). In order to be able to “bootstrap” 
this operation we must show that m-, I u E R2. From Eq. (2.26) we see that 
Hm-‘/2,, =Jm-‘/2 s s u. (2.40) 
It follows that 
mf/Zzc, Hm;‘j2u = Im-,,u E L2. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that E’ < 1. Now, 
(2.4 1) 
Am-,,u = Am:?,,, ms-1’2u 
= rn,‘!fzcP Am; l12u + 2Vmf/2,,, . Vm; ‘/‘u + (Am:/2,,,)u. 
Since u EZ2 and E’ < 1, it is an elementary matter to check that 
Vm’L2 s 26’ . Vm;“‘u and (Am,‘l_‘,,,)u are in L2(lR3). From (2.41) we find 
Hm-,,u = Im-,,u + 2Vmi/2,,$ . Vm;“‘u + (Am:i22E,)m,1’2u E L2. 
Since the formal operator H restricted to CF(iR3) is essentially self-adjoint, 
and since the domain of the unique self-adjoint extension can be charac- 
terized as (u E L2: Hu E L 2}, and since the domain of H is the same as the 
domain of the self-adjoint realization of A, which is R2, it follows that 
m-,,u E R2. 
Knowing that m-,,u E Z2 we can bootstrap our argument. Proceeding as 
before we find that 
I1410,-2E~ ~~2,h41~m-,f41 + C,llW 
Using the same arguments as in the preceding paragraphs we find that 
rnwzc,u E Z2. Thus for every u E R there is an M, so that 
Il~llO,o~~,~~ll~~,~lI +C, lW (2.42) 
Actually we have established this result only for u < 0. But the result is 
obvious for u > 0. 
From (2.40) and (2.42) we see that H has an eigenvalue at L The lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied and L 
belongs to one of the intervals of that theorem. For every a E R there is an 
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M, so that if,l is an eigenvalue of H and u is a corresponding eigenvector, 
then 
I141*,o~~oll~ll. (2.43) 
Moreover, T(L) has an eigenvalue at 1. 
Proof Suppose L is an eigenvalue of H, u a corresponding eigenfunction 
in Rz. Then 
c sin bp 
-A+-- 
P 
At the j, 1 angular momentum space level we have 
( $ + A - POUM)) U,lG) = ~j,(O 
We take fO and f, to be those linearly independent solutions of the 
corresponding homogeneous equation which we have discussed and used in 
the previous lemmas. 
For every j) 0, a particular solution to (2.44) is given by 
The fact that this integral exists is a consequence of the facts that for every 
j > 0 and I$, > 0, there is a constant M, possibly depending on j, A, and &,, so 
that for ? 2 t> bob I.&(<)f,(~)/~I GM and Ifo(?)fooW~I~~~ and that 
m; r zZI, is square integrable so that zi,, is integrable. Consequently, there are 
constants A and B, possibly depending on j and A, so that 
!ir(t) = AfXO + Bfm(t) + ip [f;?;“: - ‘:p;:‘] Cj,(q) dq. (2.45) 
0, ml 0, 00 
For < > 1, and s = 1 + E’, taken as before, we have 
m If [ fo(i9 f&l) _ fob) f&3 I WfbfaJ Wyb, f,) r?/dW~ 2 I I 
M G (1 +t)” [Jam (1 :vjs] Ilm~‘~j~l12~ 
Thus the integral on the right of (2.45) belongs to L’(1, co). Also, Uj/ E 
L*(L 00) so that Af,(t) + Bf,(t) must also be in this space. But fo(<) and 
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f,(r) are linearly independent functions which are oscillating at infinity. 
Hence we must have A = B = 0. Consequently, for all j > 0 we have 
1 t?/f(q) he (2.46) 
Now letj,, be an integer so that forj> j, we have estimates (2.9,,,) and 
(2.17). Arguing as above, there are constants A and B so that 
(2.47) 
since the sum of the integrals on the right is a particular solution to 
differential equation (2.44). 
As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.4, specifically (2.32), for every K with 
0 < K < v, there is an M, so that for q Q <, 
Suppose 0 < a < 1, { > 1, and q < r”. Then 
For <> 1, break up the integral over (0, (1 on the right of (2.47) into an 
integral over (0, r”] and an integral over (r”, r]. Then there is a constant M 
so that 
M, M 
G (1 + gc(1-a) + (1 + (y/2 * 
In the above M, is considered as generic, and it as well as M depend on cj,. 
Since s > 1, we can choose a < 1 so that sa > 1. Then we can choose K, for 
j, sufficiently large, so that K( 1 - a) > f . It follows that the first integral in 
(2.47) is in L2(1, co). Also, as we noted in the proof of (2.46), the second 
integral in (2.47) is also in L2(1, co). Since ujl also belongs to L’(1, co) we 
again must have A = B = 0. Summing up, we have for j > j,, 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we find, using (2.46) and (2.48), 
llm-,~ull ~M,Oll~~ll + ‘JIW (2.49) 
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In order to get (2.43) we use (2.49) to get a preliminary version of (2.43). 
We first show that u ER’2V-E’ (recall that in Agmon’s notation this would 
be Zz7”). Without loss of generality we again suppose that 0 < E’ < 1. From 
the fact that Hu = Au, and from (2.4) we see that m-,, Hu = Am-,,u E L*. 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we find that m_,,u E Z*. Now, 
which shows that rnec, au/ax, E L*. Differentiating once again and using the 
last fact, we find that u E R*.-&‘. 
Since u E R2*--E’, we know that all of the norms (Iu(~~,-~,, Ilmpssul12, 
IIV-4m-Ec~Il, and Ilm-,,4l + lb-J II u are equivalent. From the fact that 
Hu = lu we find that 
Since V and (c sin bp)/p are relatively compact with respect o A, for every 
y > 0, there is a C, so that 
jlVm+ull+ Frn 
/I 
<Y llAm-,lull + CyIlm,,UII 
(2.5 1) 
G y’ Ilul12,-Et + C,, Ilm-,,4l. 
From (2.50) and (2.51) we get (using C,, generically) 
Ilm-,rull + Ilm-,,Aull GY’ 11~112,-~~ + C,, lb-,4l. 
Since the norm on the left is equivalent with the norm I/ u l(2,--E,, by taking y’ 
small enough we find there is an M so that 
Il~l12,-~l~~ll~-,~~ll. 
From (2.49) and this inequality, there is an M,, so that 
II~ll2,-~‘~~,~~~II~l~*,-~~ + C,llW 
Taking y small enough we find there is an M,, so that 
II412,--E’G% Ilull* 
Let us now proceed to “bootstrap” this operation. Since m-,,u E G??, we 
find that 
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Arguing as before we find that u E Z2.-2E’ and 
Proceeding in this way we get inequality (2.43) for cr < 0. Since for cr > 0 the 
proof of this inequality follows along the same lines as above, we shall 
consider (2.43) as proved. 
Now that we have (2.43) the remainder of the proof of Lemma 2.5 is 
almost obvious. Since Hu = Au we have (d - A- c sin bp/p)u = VU. Hence 
for p E 9+(J) we have 
R+(u)@-H,)u=u+()L-p)R;(p)u=RO+(p)Vu. 
Let 2.4 =m;“‘v; since u E L2@ for every u E R, the same is true for v. We 
get 
v = m~12R,+(,u) m:12m; Vu - (A -,u) m,‘/‘Ri(,u) m~12m;’ Vu. 
If we let ,u -+ 2 we see that v = T@)v. 
The previous lemmata establish a limiting absorption principle for R ‘@) 
in those subintervals of the intervals designated in Theorem 1.1 which do not 
contain eigenvalues of H. As Agmon [l] pointed out, the last statement of 
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of inequality (2.42). Since the absolutely 
continuous spectrum of H is closed, we have the complete proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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